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What is a  
Virtual Assistant?  

Let's begin by prefacing that a Virtual Assistant means different things to  

different people. For the purpose of this eBook, I am assuming that a Virtual 

Assistant is a general assistant and not a specialist. For example, if you are 

hiring a web designer, the job title is Web Designer; not Virtual Assistant.  

The same goes for a Social Media Manager, Bookkeeper, Customer Service 

Specialist, and other roles. Therefore, when I say "Virtual Assistant", assume 

that to mean a generalist with a likely background in administration, customer 

support, blogging, email writing, and similar skills. 

INTRODUCTION  
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What You'll Learn  

Great news! As you go through the 101 tasks that a Virtual Assistant can do, 

you will find that you can apply these tasks to just about any intelligent and 

skilled General Virtual Assistant that you hire.  

To make things easier, I've broken down the 101 tasks into meaningful  

categories, so that you can easily find the most relevant and high priority 

tasks you need to get done in your business right now.  

The task lists are grouped categorically, so you can jump from section to  

section however you want. I do recommend though that you read through all 

categories. Take your time going through the tasks. You might just discover  

a number of tedious tasks that you didn't know you could take off your hands 

right now.  

Once you've discovered how much you can delegate, you can focus on  

optimising and improving your processes for maximum business growth.  

INTRODUCTION  



 

   

Time Management &  
Administrative Tasks  
Our clients usually tell us that they want to hire a General Virtual Assistant to 

save themselves time. While this is usually the case, hiring a Virtual Assistant 

will really only save you time if they take on tasks that you used to complete 

yourself.  

This principle may sound obvious to some, but it bears stating outright  

because it is an important concept when it comes to time leveraging.  

An hour for a task that was previously completed by you and is now  

completed by someone else, is an hour saved.  

The following tasks have been chosen specifically due to their overall  

time-saving powers, achieved in two (2) ways: 

 1  Direct Time Savings  

 2  Indirect Time Savings  

CHAPTER 1  
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2 Types of Savings 

When Delegating Tasks  

1. Direct Time Savings  

Hour-for-hour trade-offs: Basically, rather than you spending 5 hours  

per month doing a task, your Virtual Assistant spends their time doing  

exactly that task for you every month. Even if your Virtual Assistant  

takes 20-30% longer than you did, the financial benefits of their time  

spent versus your time spent, combined with the indirect benefits listed  

below, makes everything worth it.  

Read on for 16 time management and administrative tasks that you can  

delegate to your Virtual Assistant and save your time for more high-level 

work.  

2. Indirect Time Savings  

Time saved due to you now being able to complete high-level work  

without being distracted and losing momentum.  
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01. Email Management 

CHAPTER 1  

This is possibly the biggest time-saver of them all. Diving into your inbox  

can be one of the most derailing and distracting activities an entrepreneur  

engages in.  

Sure, emails are important, but do you need to be checking your inbox  

every 30 minutes? Surely not. Do you need to be replying to all of them?  

Absolutely not.  

Can someone more junior and significantly less expensive than yourself  

be replying to 80-90% of your emails? Absolutely!  

Here are some high-level tips and hacks to get you started:  

• Have your Virtual Assistant check your inbox every 2 to 3 hours for  

5 to 15 minutes, depending on how many emails you receive daily.  

• Give your Virtual Assistant the answers to these 5 basic  

questions that outline how to manage your inbox:  

− What should I do with spam emails?  

− What should I do when a client emails?  

− How should I handle a prospect email?  

− How should I handle accounts/finance emails?  

− How should I organise email folders?  

• Create whitelisting, blacklisting, and forwarding rules, especially 

around what types of emails need to be escalated immediately. 
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02. Calling Customer Support   

We live in the era of SaaS (software as a service) where on-demand software 

needed to run a business is licensed on a subscription basis and is centrally 

hosted.  

At My Cloud Crew, we subscribe to over 20 SaaS platforms, which means that 

we often find ourselves needing to contact support to have an issue resolved. 

This can be very time-consuming and a pain in the head.  

Imagine never having to wait in lengthy customer support queues ever  

again, never being moved from department to department, explaining and  

re-explaining how support can help you. It can be the difference between a 

great day and a day requiring multiple red wines to recover from!  

Keep in mind that you may have to pre-authorise your Virtual Assistant to 

make contact on your behalf.  

However, it's one thing to give needed access to your Virtual Assistant and  

it's another thing to place your personal security at risk by giving your Virtual 

Assistant too much access to personal data. So be mindful and choose your 

Virtual Assistant carefully to minimise potential damage.  

CHAPTER 1  
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03. Calendar Management 

Create a set format for your calendar events. For example, if a common event 

in your calendar is client interviews, you can use a simple format similar to 

what we use:   

My Cloud Crew Interviews | Client Name  

Scheduling appointments, events, and personal time off creates an order  

and a flow to your business.  

If you have a Virtual Assistant handling your calendar, you can wake up in the 

morning and easily know what needs to be done and who you need to talk to 

for the day. Your Virtual Assistant will set reminders and update you of any 

changes.  

Having a proper scheduling system in place ensures that important tasks  

are covered at appropriate times, meetings start on time, and deadlines  

are always met.  

CHAPTER 1  
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04. Online Research 

No matter what type of research you need to do, whether it's for a simple 

business trip or the purchase of a new SaaS product, it often requires batched 

hours of nonstop focus to arrive at a definitive outcome.  

In this fast-paced business environment that we now live in, this is time that 

most entrepreneurs just don't have. The good thing is that your Virtual Assis-

tant does! And you can focus their time on high priority research that needs to 

get done and reap some serious rewards as a result.  

Take note though that you need to be very precise with your instructions or 

language (irrespective of the culture of your Virtual Assistant) to ensure that 

every hour spent is an hour spent in the right direction.  

CHAPTER 1  
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Be very precise with your  

instructions or language  

to ensure that every hour 

spent is an hour spent in  

the right direction.  

TIM READING  

“ 
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At My Cloud Crew, we use the amazing Customer Relationship Management 

(CRM) and marketing platform HubSpot.  

We had been wanting to integrate some platforms like Xero, Stripe, and Qwilr 

for months now, but never had the time to get it done.  

To move things along, we gave one of our Virtual Assistants the brief to:  

• Sign up for trials for the systems  

(if we didn't already have memberships)  

• Study the integration (how it works, pros and cons)  

• Integrate the platform with HubSpot  

• Document and troubleshoot any issues that come up  

during integration  

• Provide a Zoom (video conference) walk-through of  

what had been done  

This was literally 40 hours of work that — let’s face it — never would have  

happened if it remained in the managerial task bucket. Imagine arriving back 

from a holiday to find that basically all of the integrations had been set up  

and deployed.  

This can result in a cut on the hundreds of business hours a year of  

manual labour. 

https://www.hubspot.com/
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05. Data Collation & Reporting 

If your business is like most businesses, then you have at least 25 to 50 key 

metrics that you need to be looking at. Gathering data for these metrics is  

undoubtedly time-consuming and let’s face it, if you are a solopreneur or a 

small business owner, you are not going to produce a beautifully presented 

metrics report for yourself on a monthly basis. So get your Virtual Assistant 

to do it for you!  

You might ask, "What metrics should I get my Virtual Assistant to report on 

each month?" This absolutely depends on your business model, but here are 

10 things that you can add to your metrics dashboard right now:  

• Revenue month-to-date vs Forecast  

• Profit month-to-date vs Forecast  

• Average lifetime value per client  

• Average cost per lead/prospect  

• Average cost to acquire a customer  

• Average monthly (annual) spend per client  

• Churn rate of clients  

• Top 20 (or top X) clients ranked in order of spend  

• Website visitors month-to-date and year-to-date  

• Average profit per customer per period (month, quarter, year, etc.)  

 

Having monthly reports in an established systematic fashion will enable you 

to answer industry questions, test business hypotheses, adjust targets, and 

evaluate outcomes.  

CHAPTER 1  
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06. Online File Management 

Being highly organised as a business owner is a critical part of being  

successful in the long term. Sure, some very successful entrepreneurs are  

not very organised, but they might make up for it in idea generation and/or 

people skills.  

The truth is, if your time is worth over $50 per hour within your business,  

then spending hours each month organising your online filing cabinet is a 

monumental waste of your time.  

You can simply have your Virtual Assistant organise your cloud files for  

you. Set some basic guidelines, or take it a step further and create a short 

how-to-video on how it should be organised to determine the methods of  

access, efficiency, flexibility, and storage devices to use.  

CHAPTER 1  
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07. Gatekeeping FAQs 

Your staff or your clients may often need to ask you questions about the  

business: processes, services, products — you name it!  

Addressing frequently asked questions (FAQs) by publicly answering  

common questions in a timely manner relieves some of the burden on  

customer support and your HR team.  

Provide your Virtual Assistant with a simple 1 to 3-page Q&A playbook  

and have questions pass through your Virtual Assistant by direct inbox  

management, forum, or chat management.  

08. Answering Calls 

With phones now being almost exclusively VOIP, it has become very easy  

to set your Virtual Assistant up to answer incoming calls either directly, via 

forwarding, or in a more advanced virtual architecture of an IVR system i.e. 

dial 1 for sales, 2 for support, etc.  

If your phone system is cloud-based, you can assign a local number to  

your Virtual Assistant irrespective of the country they live in, and they can  

be answering calls literally the moment it is set up. All they need is a solid  

internet connection.  

CHAPTER 1  
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09. Taking Booking & Appointments 

If you run a business wherein you take client bookings or appointments,  

managing this can be a complex and time-consuming process: from taking 

the booking, to looking up available times, to handling cancellations,  

follow-up sessions, and so on.  

Develop a 1-page cheat sheet for your Virtual Assistant and hand over the 

handling of all bookings. Keep in mind the time of day your Virtual Assistant 

works. If they do not work for you full-time, consider how this will affect the 

business when making the decision to transfer an important function such  

as this.  

10. Transcribing Drafts & Dictations 

As a CEO, it is most likely that your brain is always on churning out ideas.  

In order to make the most of these bright ideas and so as not to forget  

anything, dump them in a Google Doc and share it with your Virtual  

Assistant in a way that he or she can properly format your thoughts into  

an outline, so that you can go back and review it later on.  

You can also record yourself thinking out loud and ask your Virtual  

Assistant to transcribe the recording non-verbatim, highlighting key  

points and arranging thoughts into bullet points.  

CHAPTER 1  
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11. Data Entry & Fact-Checking 

Data entry and fact-checking are one of the aspects every organisation 

across the globe has to embrace with open arms, in order to keep pace  

with industry competition.  

This is because you're dealing with tons of data that needs to be digitized  

accurately and efficiently. It is difficult to find reliable data entry assistants  

for a good number of reasons, or rather, it was difficult.  

However, you can always find someone to do this task for a one-time fee.  

My Cloud Crew is helping companies scale by taking the bulk of data  

categorization, data entry, and fact-checking tasks off your plate.  

Performing these repetitive tasks with no error is tedious, so outsourcing  

is the viable option to deal with it. Once your Virtual Assistant gets this  

done, you will have quick access to different output formats.  

CHAPTER 1  
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12. Transcribing Audio & Video Files  

Converting audio and video into text will make your recorded information 

 instantly searchable, readable, and ready to distribute or share in any format.  

If you’re not already outsourcing transcription services, here are a few big  

reasons to consider hiring a Virtual Assistant to do it:  

• Easy way to distribute information  

• Quick knowledge transfer  

• Get more viewers  

• Get the full text as opposed to incomplete notes  

• Easy to use  

Having audio and video files transcribed can be highly beneficial for your  

business. You can turn podcasts and videos into blog posts, you can record  

a meeting and have the notes emailed to your team, you can have a recorded 

presentation turned into an eBook or a white paper and so on.  

It’s amazing how many different ways transcription services can help you  

repurpose important content.  

CHAPTER 1  
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13. Preparing Presentation 

The primary reason for considering a Virtual Assistant to do this task is  

to increase the productivity.  

Many busy business professionals these days don’t have the time to design 

PowerPoint slides as they are busy taking care of their core responsibilities 

and PowerPoint design might not be the core job of most professionals.  

PowerPoint Presentations are the best opportunity to tell your story and  

inspire people to act. Your Virtual Assistant can help you write, design, and 

deliver ground-breaking stories and visual presentations for every business 

need.  

Your Virtual Assistant can also help convert large volumes of data into  

suitable graphics & charts, do a visual makeover of your existing  

presentation or build crisp presentations from scratch.  

CHAPTER 1  
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14. eBook Layout & Formatting 

Since 2011, eBook readership has increased by a significant amount. And  

in 2018, digital books are forecast to account for nearly 20 billion dollars  

(one-quarter) of all book sales.  

With new programs that allow for e-reading on mobile devices, digital book 

readership has more than tripled on tablets and doubled on mobile phones.  

With numbers like these, it’s no wonder that over 140,000 eBooks were  

self-published in 2017. Quality seems to be the primary element than cost 

when it comes to sales.  

Content quality and e-book formatting are meant to be so splendid for  

achieving an exceptional reader experience. Even a well written eBook may  

go for lesser downloads due to an unpleasant user experience caused by 

poor eBook formatting services.  

Many digital books are being outsourced to professional writers so that 

thought leaders can focus on delivering their ideas quickly and professionally 

to their audiences.  

Outsource your eBook layout and formatting to your Virtual Assistant.  

CHAPTER 1  
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15. Managing Spreadsheets 

Spreadsheets are a virtual workplace for some businesses where details  

and the completeness of information could spell the difference in realizing  

a sale.  

Access to numbers, figures and immediate calculations to update totals are 

also vital pieces of information to businesses.  

Spreadsheet creation & management can also be used to track down  

performance. If you are managing a group of agents, you have to develop  

a list of performance-based metrics, Key Performance Indicators or KPIs  

that will be used as basis for assessing their contribution to the business.  

Advantages for using a spreadsheets in your business include organisation, 

calculation, immediate analysis, compatibility, and presentation.  

Allow your Virtual Assistant to systemize your business, managing your  

data and figures in easy to use spreadsheet format.  

CHAPTER 1  
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16. Documenting Processes 

As your business grows, it’s important to ensure that it runs as efficiently as 

possible – even when you aren’t there to personally oversee it.  

Having documented processes gives you a benchmark for how things are 

done, so you can look to improve that process and become more efficient 

over time.  

It will also help keep best practices consistent and actively followed. Another 

advantage is should any staff suddenly leave, another person will be able to 

pick up where they left off, to provide the same outcome and level of service.  

Proper documentation is extremely important for training new staff. Your  

Virtual Assistant can document processes as you go, making use of a  

combination of text, checklists, flowcharts, and graphics.  

These processes can be hosted online, either as files in a Google Folder or  

if you have the budget, an online platform like Salesforce.  

CHAPTER 1  
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Financial Tasks  

Managing your finances can involve several people, from a CFO,  financial 

controller, bookkeeper, payroll manager, accounts manager, clerk, and more.  

The amount of time spent on each of the above functions within your  

business will naturally depend upon the size of your business, access to  

capital, and your growth trajectory.  

If you were to rank the top 50 financial tasks within your business, there is  

little doubt that the bottom 10 could easily be performed by someone outside 

the field of finance, assuming that you provide the processes and training for 

this person to do so.  

The following are 10 financial tasks you can train your Virtual Assistant to do.  

CHAPTER 2  
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17. Basic Bank Reconciliation 

Every business needs to do bank reconciliation to compare records to those 

of the bank, and to see if there are any differences between these two sets  

of records for cash transactions. This can be a tedious process, but it is an 

important one.  

Some of the bank reconciliation should always be left in the hands of a  

qualified bookkeeper, but if you feel comfortable placing some basic If/Then 

rules in place, then your Virtual Assistant can take on up to 80% of the bank 

reconciliation process for you, freeing up your bookkeeper for more  

important and strategic financial work.  

18. Collecting Debt 

The last thing you want is a debt collector or collection agency using foul  

tactics to bully your customers into paying their debts. Prevent this  

counterproductive practice and turn mildly overdue invoices into customer 

service opportunities with the help of your Virtual Assistant.  

With some well-crafted email templates and some intelligently designed 

flowcharts for your Virtual Assistant to follow, you can free yourself from  

the emotionally draining exercise of chasing accounts payables.  

CHAPTER 2  
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19. Filing Invoice From Your Inbox 

Running a business requires you to collect payments from your customers  

for products or services rendered. Having a great service invoice process 

gives you more credibility and respect as a business.  

Streamline the process by having your Virtual Assistant create receipt  

folders in Google Drive, labelled like this or something similar:  

• Receipts (parent folder)   

• Year (sub folder)   

• Month (sub folder)  

If you use Gmail in addition to Google Drive, your Virtual Assistant can  

load them directly from your inbox into the above folders.  

You can even take it one step further and share the folder with your 

bookkeeper or accountant.  

CHAPTER 2  
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20. Creating Client Invoices 

When the sales cycle is completed, you can create an invoice for the  

products and services you have provided and send it to the client.  

The reason being — as mentioned in the previous page — an invoice is a  

powerful communication tool that ensures payment in a timely manner,  

and also makes a good impression on clients, setting the stage for  

long-term relationships.  

Generating invoices is a simple process in 2018 if your services and/or  

products are not complex and especially if you have a good Customer  

Relationship Management (CRM) platform.  

You can create a short 60-second how-to explainer video using Snagit,  

upload it to your Vimeo or YouTube channel or share it directly with your  

Virtual Assistant, and presto!  

They can use this as an invoice template guide for your business moving  

forward.  

CHAPTER 2  
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21. Liaising with Suppliers 

Supplier relationship management (SRM) is one area that all businesses  

need to focus on by adapting a more strategic approach with key suppliers.  

This can result in immense long-term benefits, so it pays to invest time in 

building good relationships with your key suppliers.  

If you can save money or improve the quality of the goods or services you  

buy from your suppliers, your business stands to gain significantly.  

Maintaining supplier relationships is important, but it can also be quite  

time-consuming.  

Train your Virtual Assistant using a simple 5-step supplier management  

playbook and create an email template your Virtual Assistant can send if  

you need more time to pay an invoice.  

CHAPTER 2  
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If people like you, they'll 

listen to you. But if they 

TRUST you, they'll do 

business with you.  

ZIG ZIGLAR  

“ 
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Doing a credit check on prospective clients allows you to identify whether  

or not it will be worthwhile doing business with them, which could potentially 

save your company a great deal of money later on.  

Of course, keep in mind that a favourable credit check will not entirely  

guarantee that your prospective clients will consistently pay you on time  

in the future, but it will at least give you some reassurance and a clearer  

insight into their past financial conduct.  

Knowing who you are about to do business with is important. What happens 

if they do not pay their bills on time? Do they have a pattern of not paying  

their bills?  

Finding this out the way hard is something that can be prevented with some 

simple administrative work and research.  

There are many amazing credit reporting tools. An example in Australia  

would be www.creditorwatch.com.au — that your Virtual Assistant can log  

into to run a quick search on any registered business.  

CHAPTER 2  

22. Performing Credit Checks 

http://www.creditorwatch.com.au
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23. Basic Payroll Management 

Payroll is an integral part of any organisation that gives out salaries. The  

payroll department is not only responsible for all employees' salary  

compensation, but it also plays a vital role in protecting the company's  

reputation by ensuring compliance with various legislations.  

Caveat: Tread carefully with this process. Moving on, if your online accounting 

software allows for easy payroll processing and you have some basic 

flowcharts and IF/THEN rules, then your Virtual Assistant can process your 

payroll for you.  

If your online banking is configured with SMS security, your Virtual Assistant 

may also be able to make the payments.  

Allow your Virtual Assistant to handle your payroll system to save time and 

get repeat payroll tasks done in a timely manner as needed.  

CHAPTER 2  
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24. Financial Dashboard Management 

A dashboard is a financial reporting tool used for quick visual comparative 

analysis of key performance indicator (KPI) data and summarizing a wide  

variety of results on a single page. You can have a series of side-by-side trend 

diagrams and filter a great deal of data.  

Keeping all numbers in one easy place for ease of decision making may just 

be the difference between hitting a target and averting a disaster. Your Virtual 

Assistant could maintain a real-time Google Sheet containing key data in one 

view, such as:  

• Revenue month-to-date (MTD)  

• Expenses month-to-date (MTD)  

• Accounts payable  

• Accounts receivables  

• Net assets  

CHAPTER 2  
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25. Maintaining Xero or MYOB  

       Email Templates 

The two big players for Australian accountants are Xero and MYOB. Both  

platforms offer easy and effective ways to manage accounting, payroll,  

and human resources, as well as order and inventory processes.  

It’s been said that accounting software has come a long way over the last  

30 years, but most of these cloud accounting platforms are all quite similar  

in function and purpose, and most have great features such as email  

templates.  

Provide your Virtual Assistant with a list of templates to maintain, and let 

them know that should a variable like your logo, address, or other key  

company item change, then they need to go into the system and update  

all templates.  

CHAPTER 2  
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26. Managing Your Billing System 

In this day and age, more and more businesses are choosing cloud services 

because they are cheaper and easier to scale.  

On the other hand, service providers also prefer the cloud because of  

recurring revenues.  

For cloud service providers, the need to ensure that their services are in  

tune with customer needs is crucial. But equally important is making it  

easy for customers to pay for your services.  

This process leaves room for neglect, which can then lead to revenue bleed. 

Some tasks that your Virtual Assistant could manage for you include:  

• Researching online payment (e.g. Stipe, PayPal, Auto debit, etc.)  

integration into your website  

• Integrating and testing that your online payment system  

works properly  

• Re-processing failed payments  

• Ensuring subscriptions are up to date  

• Reaching out to clients whose subscriptions have failed  

or are due for renewal  
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Staff/Team  
Management Tasks  
Assuming that most people reading this are managers or something  

equivalent, it is no secret that managing staff can be a huge drain on your 

time and resources, no matter what type, size, market, or industry.  

Entrepreneurs not only need good business sense, but also the managerial 

skills required for successful implementation of management tasks.  

Accomplishing these tasks brings up effectiveness and efficiency in the  

company as a whole.  

Good management is necessary to run a successful business and if you were 

to rank the top 20 tasks in order of most important to least important, you 

may find that your bottom 10 could be delegated to your virtual assistant,  

particularly the behind-the-scenes work.  

Read on to learn more about the 10 staff/team management tasks that you 

can outsource to your Virtual Assistant.  
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27. Following Up on Team Deliverables 

Task management is an important part of any business operation and  

managing people can be a very time-consuming process. This includes  

prioritizing tasks, assigning them to employees, and following up to ensure 

completion — these are all critical for any senior manager to run an efficient 

operation.  The most common gap when it comes to task management? 

 Follow-up.  

A large portion of your time is spent following up on your team members'  

outstanding tasks and milestones. While this is a very necessary part of  

management, this does not need to be done by you. Why not assign this  

step in the process to your Virtual Assistant? They can do this directly (i.e.  

as themselves) or as your ghost-writer (i.e. as if they were you, sent from  

your inbox).  

Since it’s difficult to predict which areas will need a follow-up and when, it  

requires a certain amount of employee accountability. Oftentimes, follow-up 

tasks lead to one of three things:  

• Inefficient use of the manager’s time  

• Long task completion time  

• Oversight of important issues  

Avoid these things by having your trusted Virtual Assistant handle the fol-

low-up to allow you to move faster, easily prioritize, save time and money, 

and most importantly, ensure that no problem gets overlooked.  
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28. Conduct Team WIP Meetings 

Think of it this way: Let’s say there are 20 things you need to meet with your 

team about on a monthly basis and those work-in-progress (WIP) meetings 

take up 30 hours of your time in total. That’s a lot of time!    

It begs the question: Do you need to conduct/chair every one of those  

meetings personally? Some of the meetings are simply follow-up meetings 

and could very well be conducted by your Virtual Assistant.  

If your team is aware that your Virtual Assistant has full authority to report 

back to you with meetings minutes, notes, and recommendations, then your 

team will show your Virtual Assistant the information and respect they  

deserve.  

29. Creating & Managing Task 

       Template 

For those familiar with online platforms such as Teamwork and Zoho  

Projects, a task template is simply a reusable task list or a group of tasks  

that can be created by the software user or admin and then assigned to  

employees accordingly.  

Why not give your Virtual Assistant a list of all things that need to get done,  

by who, and when? They’ll be able to create task templates and monitor the 

progress of the tasks to report back to you.  
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30. Organising Staff Outings 

Rewarding staff with socially engaging activities is a huge part of building a 

winning culture. Team bonding activities also improve workplace projects 

that involve teamwork.  

After meeting in person and completing team building activities together,  

employees better understand each other's strengths, weaknesses, and  

interests.  

This understanding helps them work even better together on future progress 

vital to a company, and also helps you understand what kind of people work 

for you.  

It is often neglected by founders/owners and gets pushed back as more  

mission critical items come up. So here is how to give your Virtual Assistant  

a killer staff outing brief that is short and succinct:   

• Date  

• Location  

• Attire/Theme  

• Budget  

• Announcement date/time/method  
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Burnout starts with feeling like  

there is too much to do in so little  

time. Everyone needs a break from  

work sometimes. Pushing too hard  

too fast and without a clear plan is  

bad management.  
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31. Updating Role Descriptions 

Writing job descriptions is an important step in planning your staffing  

programs. They form the foundation for many vital business processes  

such as job postings, recruitment, staff selection, setting expectations,  

compensation, training, and performance management.  

As your company evolves, your team evolves as well. Ensuring that role and 

job descriptions are up-to-date and encompass best practices can be a task 

given to your Virtual Assistant.  

Have them create a recurring task within your Human Resources Information 

System (HRIS) or task management platform where they spend all day every 

quarter reviewing role descriptions for each and every role within our  

company, and then comparing them to those published on HR/recruitment 

websites, to then come back to you with some recommendations.  
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32. Organising Staff Training &  

       Upskilling 

Having good training and upskilling process in place can improved employee 

performance drastically i.e. the employee who receives the necessary training 

is more able to perform in their job.  

Requiring employees t o undergo a training and development program allows 

you to strengthen the skills that each employee needs to improve and brings 

all employees to a higher level so that they all have similar skills and 

knowledge.  

Many studies on employee motivation have found that ongoing education and 

upskilling (not money), are key drivers of employee retention.  

Give your Virtual Assistant the task of hunting for online training, face-to-face 

training, and events that your team can attend.  

Provide a budget, timeline, scope, and set them free to come back to you with 

some great ideas about how to upskill your team members.  
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33. Tracking Team KPIs 

Just like a clear job description drives direction and scope, key performance 

indicators (KPIs) drive outcomes and performance.  

It is easy to fall into the trap of not checking to see if your team are actually 

delivering, so instruct your Virtual Assistant to monitor these closely.  

Relationships and emotion can also inhibit legitimately unpacking  

performance in a quantitative way, so this is where an impartial, well-directed  

Virtual Assistant can provide that objective reporting you need.  

Have your Virtual Assistant provide weekly or monthly KPI reports for each 

and every employee that directly reports to you.  
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34. Quality Checking Output & 

    Performance 

Quality is an important factor when it comes to any product or service.  

Therefore, quality control is essential to building a successful business that 

delivers products and services that meet or exceed customers' expectations.  

It also forms the basis of an efficient business that minimizes waste and  

operates at high levels of productivity.  

Give your Virtual Assistant access to all deliverable work, provide quality  

assurance guidelines (i.e. what to look for, what good quality and poor quality 

look like) and set aside an amount of time every week to check the work of 

those that report directly to you.  

You can even take it a step further and have them check the work of those 

who report to your subordinates.  
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35. Managing & Updating Process 

    Manual 

If you use a cloud process library such as Confluence, your Virtual Assistant 

can spend a couple of hours each week ensuring that your processes are up 

to date.  

This may be as simple as doing a quick check to see whether processes up to 

date or your involvement may be as comprehensive as going in and watching 

a video of your team working, and then creating processes and flow-charts.  

Tasks that your Virtual Assistant can do in this regard may include:  

• Maintaining the quality of the process library  

• Following up your team to ensure that they are updating  

their processes  

• Creating videos of actual work-in-motion and embedding  

them into the process library  

• Spell-checking the process library  

• Creating flowcharts of important processes  
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36. Seeking Feedback on  

    Management Performance 

There is no one better equipped to gather and provide objective feedback 

about you than your executive or most trusted Virtual Assistant.  

Ask your Virtual Assistant to set aside half a day a month or quarter to reach 

out to your team members and have a brief chat (or provide a complete a 

questionnaire) about how they are finding your management style i.e. 5 things 

that you could improve upon and 5 things that they like about what you do.  

Feedback is valuable information and you can use this when making  

important decisions.  

Top performing entrepreneurs are top performing entrepreneurs because  

they consistently search for ways to make their best even better.  
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Client Relationship  
Management Tasks  

Customer relationship management (CRM) is very important in running a  

successful business. The better the relationship, the easier it is to conduct 

business and generate revenue.  

Therefore, maintaining good customer relations, providing timely support,  

and maximizing the use of CRM technology makes good business sense.  

The four main vendors of CRM systems are Salesforce, Microsoft, SAP  

and Oracle. Other providers are popular among small- to medium-sized  

businesses, but these four tend to be the choice for larger organizations.  

Data security is a primary concern for companies using cloud-based systems, 

as the company doesn't physically control the storage and maintenance of  

its data, so working closely with a trustworthy Virtual Assistant can help you  

organize, delegate, and watch over CRM tasks, plus make sure that these 

tasks get done.  

The following are 10 CRM tasks your Virtual Assistant can handle for you. 
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37. Keeping in Touch with Clients 

Keeping in regular contact with your clients is paramount if you are seeking to 

maintain meaningful, win-win relationships with clients. Business is based on 

relationships and there are easy ways to stay in touch and better connect with 

your customers.  

While it does of course depends upon your business model, industry, and  

client volume, you would be surprised at how many of your customers or  

clients love hearing from your Virtual Assistant and do not necessarily need 

to hear from you directly, once you’ve established the relationship.  

38. Managing Your Customer  

       Support Inbox 

There are some great customer service platforms such as ZenDesk, Zoho 

Support, and Hubspot Service desk that make managing your customer  

support inbox in real time a lot easier and more trackable than it has ever 

been.  

Many Virtual Assistants, especially in the Philippines, have extensive  

backgrounds in customer support. Depending on the volume and workload  

of your customer support function, and once you have built out customer  

support processes, your Virtual Assistant may have time to take on a large 

percentage of your customer support inquiries/tickets.  
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39. Onboarding Clients 

Client onboarding is the process of welcoming new clients into your business, 

addressing their questions and concerns, and ensuring they understand the 

services available to them.  

This definitely hinges on your business model. If your business model is  

complex and high-value, then the onboarding involvement of your Virtual  

Assistant may begin and end with simply carrying out the 20 post-sale  

administrator steps.  

If your business model is more inclined to client onboarding being completed 

by your Virtual Assistant, this could involve just an email, followed by a brief 

phone call or video-call to welcome new clients to your company.  
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40. Maintain & Managing a Client  

   Birthday Program 

When was the last time you heard from a supplier on your birthday?  

Last year? The year before that? How about never?  

Now, imagine if you did. How much more would you value the relationship 

and how important would you feel? There are some easy ways to do this.  

Your Virtual Assistant could literally get on the phone and call your clients  

on their birthdays to wish them a happy birthday.  

However, if you want to seriously blow your client away, then develop a  

simple tiered gift structure e.g. A clients receive X, B clients receive Y, C  

clients receive Z, and have your Virtual Assistant map that out for you.  

They can use your CRM system or calendar to ensure that everyone gets a 

nice little shout out.  
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41. Helping Sales Hunt for Upsell 

   Opportunities 

You work hard on your relationships with your existing customers and you 

make sure that their experience with your company puts you above the rest  

of your competitors, but now it’s time to do good on your word and deliver 

higher revenue, so that you can scale.  

This means that you need to identify upsell opportunities. Driving revenue 

growth is not limited to your sales team. Task your Virtual Assistant with 

hunting for upsell or cross-sell opportunities.  

The involvement of your Virtual Assistant in this process will depend on  

factors such as your business model, access to client data, and behaviour/

trends, among others.  
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42. Conduct Customer Satisfaction 

    Surveys 

If you are a solopreneur, it can be hard to uncover client happiness levels,  

as you are the only point of contact in your company. But not anymore!  

Uncovering how your clients feel about your service or product is critical to 

improving your products and/or services.  

Your Virtual Assistant can set up the survey in Google Forms, SurveyMonkey, 

or a similar platform, and then send out the customer satisfaction survey by 

way of email or phone call.  

Satisfaction surveys give your clients a chance to talk to you and voice out 

their concerns or satisfaction with your service, which is pivotal in your  

decision-making and process building.  
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43. Giving Clients an Open Line  

     to you 

We’ve already established that businesses are built on relationships, so why 

not take it one more step further and establish a personal connection to your 

clients?  

Imagine your clients having a dedicated number that they could call to  

provide feedback, to book some time with you, to ask about additional  

services you offer, and more!  

What does this look like, you ask? It’s easy! Simply create a local VOIP  

phone number and deploy it to your Virtual Assistant’s PC or Mac and have 

them answer calls on your behalf.  

If you would like to make your clients feel extra special, establish a direct  

line available only to select clients.  
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The key is to set realistic 

customer expectations,  

and then not to just meet 

them, but to exceed them, 

preferably in unexpected 

and helpful ways.  

RICHARD 

BRANSON  

“ 
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Creating and maintaining up-to-date metrics around client satisfaction,  

retention, net promoter score, and other relevant data is a critical  

thermometer of the health of your business.  

It can be tedious and time-consuming to set up and oversee, and we often 

see and hear things that we do not want to. Well, now you don’t have to be  

the one monitoring this data and getting a headache.  

Your Virtual Assistant can keep an eye on your key metrics, whilst also  

ensuring that all data being pulled into any dashboard is not only up-to-date 

but also accurate and organized.  

You already know that customer satisfaction plays an important role within 

your business. Not only is it the leading indicator to measure customer  

loyalty, identify unhappy customers, reduce churn and increase revenue; it  

is also a key point of differentiation that helps you to attract new customers 

and set you apart from your competitors.  

CHAPTER 4  
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45. Updating & Maintaining  

    Automated Workflows 

If you use a CRM system such as Zoho Projects, HubSpot, or Salesforce,  

then you likely have already built workflows, which are basically triggered 

events (i.e. emails, tasks, etc).  

Most CRM systems these days will tell you the performance of your  

workflows. Why not have your Virtual Assistant track workflow activity  

and effectiveness?  

With a simple IF/THEN playbook, your Virtual Assistant will be able to  

tweak your workflows to ensure that the automation in place does what it is 

supposed to do. If you have great workflows in place, it can result in higher 

production rates and increased productivity, more efficient use of resources, 

better product quality, shorter work hours, and reduced lead times.  
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46. Live Chat Support 

Setting up live chat support is something that so many businesses (especially 

online businesses) need to do, but neglect to due to the question: Who will 

manage the chats when they come in?  

And it really does seem impractical to have someone fulltime just sitting there 

waiting for a chat to come in. With cloud CRMs, such as HubSpot and Zoho 

Projects, setting up and maintaining live chat can be a simple process.  

Having your Virtual Assistant trained on some easy chat flows (i.e. sample 

question-and-answer logic) will allow them to jump into a chat anytime armed 

with the confidence and information needed.  

They can do this only when needed and work on any of the other 101 tasks in 

this list when not engaged in a chat.  
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Social Media & Digital 
Marketing Tasks  
This is the jet age where everything seems to have moved from physical to 

digital. And marketing and advertising are no exceptions. That said, digital 

marketing has become more popular than ever before; people are hearing the 

term “digital marketing” and creating job descriptions for a “Digital Marketer” 

or “Digital Marketing Specialist” and business people everywhere are hopping 

on the bandwagon.  

No matter the products and services you provide, you need digital marketing. 

You need to be able to market your products and/or services using the  

technology at hand, mainly the Internet and mobile devices.  

As things are now, you either advertise your business online or get run out of 

business by smarter competitors who opted to incorporate digital marketing 

into their business model. If you want high-level social media work done, you 

really need to hire a Social Media Specialist.  

There are some social media tasks that, if well articulated and well-defined, 

can be carried out by your Virtual Assistant. Let’s take a look at 20 social  

media and digital marketing tasks your trusty Virtual Assistant can do.  
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47. Engaging with Post Responses 

One of the key metrics of social media is post engagement. It is, however, 

probably more derailing than managing your inbox, as it can happen at any 

time of the day and can take you away from more strategic big-ticket  

activity. Well, who better to be on standby to respond to your online  

community than your Virtual Assistant?  

Put together a basic question and answer process with some guidelines 

around response times and brand voice, and set your Virtual Assistant  

free to engage with your online community.  

Every potential customer that comments on your posts is looking for  

affirmation from your brand. If you build those positive responses, you can 

grow your brand online in no time.  

Reviews and positive comments can potentially be seen by their friends, 

which is a great way to get your customers to do your advertising for you.  

High response rates show that you listen to your audience, which in turn,  

encourages them to engage with your brand more and share their  

experience online.  
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48. Sorting & Managing Image/ 

    Videos for Posting 

As your content library grows, it will require some organising. Your Virtual  

Assistant can work their magic within DropBox, Google Drive, Teamwork, and 

keep your files in a meaningful order, with advanced features such as tagging, 

enabling easy searching.  

Your Virtual Assistant can also arrange your digital media based on your so-

cial content calendar to make it easier when scheduling posts for the day, 

week, or month. Remember, your content marketing strategy includes the 

means to sort, categorize, and manage your digital assets.  

49. Social Project Coordination 

    & Follow-up 

You may have social media staff that are carrying out ongoing social media 

activity for you. If these activities are housed in a task or project management 

cloud system such as Teamwork, your Virtual Assistant can deep dive into 

the system daily and ensure that deliverables are taking place on time and  

under budget.  

It only takes anywhere from a few minutes to a few hours to do this,  

depending on how big or small or business is. Your Virtual Assistant can  

take care of following up daily.  
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50. Researching Social Platforms 

There is an abundance of social media platforms out there. From the last 

count, there are well over 100, with the larger platforms such as Hootsuite 

and Buffer making much of the noise.  

Setting aside just 2 to 3 hours every quarter for research into new platforms 

may just provide that golden nugget that you need to streamline your social 

media efforts.  

One of the biggest disputes in digital marketing is whether you should be on 

every platform or not. In order to make a significant impact online, you have 

to be willing to change your content to fit every social media platform out 

there.  

Keep in mind that works on Facebook may not work on Instagram, or  

Twitter, or LinkedIn. However, some elements of your content will.  

This is why you need someone to be on top of the trends to make it easier  

for you to figure out your core message and then replicate it across all your 

platforms, while tweaking the content to fit your respective audiences.  
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51. Social Listening 

Social listening involves tracking real-time conversations about your brand  

or other topics of interest, such as industry competition.    

There is software that can manage a large portion of this, but there is the 

need for human oversight to sift through the findings and make meaningful 

decisions/reports to social media managers.   

Learning what people are saying about your brand or industry is a huge part 

of building an effective social media strategy.    

Focused listening will tell you which social networks your audience is most 

actively using and the general sentiment about your brands, products, com-

petitors, or industry.  
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SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING  

STATISTICS TODAY  

of businesses are using social networking  

to meet business objectives  

76% 

of marketers are integrating social media into 

their marketing plans  

64% 

of businesses using social media marketing 

have been using it for over 3 years  

11% 

of businesses using social media marketing 

have been using it for less than a year  

9% 
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52. Assistance Managing Digital 

    Service Providers 

If you have your Google Ads, Facebook Ads, email marketing, or other  

marketing channels managed by an agency, these relationships require  

allotted time for follow-ups, quality assurance, invoice checking, etc.  

Introduce your Virtual Assistant to your agency or digital service provider, list 

the scope for the type of interaction that will take place, set these as task lists 

for your Virtual Assistant, and see the time savings begin to add up as they 

help you collaborate with partner agencies!  

53. Managing Digital Marketing 

    Subscriptions 

From your website hosting to your CRM subscription, you probably have a 

myriad of subscriptions that need to be catalogued and paid. Additionally,  

you also need to keep track of user management.  

This can be very time-consuming and very damaging if not closely managed, 

specifically when it comes to user access management.  

When there are security risks involved, it’s best to have a trusted helping hand 

to make sure that people aren’t accidentally poking around somewhere they 

shouldn’t.  
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54. Proofreading Content 

While your Virtual Assistant may not be an editor or a writer, it certainly helps 

when someone else reviews a writer's work as we may often be blind to our 

own mistakes.  

When creating task lists for writing blog posts or any form of content,  

remember to place an additional editing step that someone such as your  

Virtual Assistant can carry out on your behalf.  

Let it be known if your Virtual Assistant needs to follow any writing and 

spelling conventions. Imagine how embarrassing it would be to share content 

with typographical errors that could have easily been avoided had your Virtual 

Assistant proofread your content.  
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55. Updating Landing Pages 

These days, with simple content management systems such as WordPress, 

landing pages can easily be updated with a few simple clicks. We certainly  

do not suggest that your Virtual Assistant engages in wholesale changes to 

your site (building new pages or attempting HTML), but when it comes to  

simple content or images changes on the fly, hand them over to your  

Virtual Assistant.  

Be sure to manage user access so that if you would like to view changes  

prior to publishing, you can do so.  

56. Updating Website Content 

Logging into your Content Management System (CMS), such as WordPress, 

and updating content on the fly is often forgotten about. Providing your  

Virtual Assistant access to your WordPress account (or other CMS) will  

allow them to go in and make content changes.  

Keep in mind to limit it to simple changes only, leaving the complex stuff  

for the developers. A smart Virtual Assistant can definitely learn to make 

front-end changes to a website hosted in WordPress, especially if you’re  

using a builder theme like Avada.  
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57. Monitor Google Ads or  

    Facebook Campaigns 

Keeping your paid media marketing on track is important. If you have  

outsourced the function, then you can often find that while campaigns are  

set up, they are rarely closely monitored to ensure that they actually perform.  

As the CEO, you are busy and have a myriad of other tasks that you need to 

do, so you will likely to forget to keep an eye on it. This will only take your  

Virtual Assistant 20 to 30 minutes daily (or 3 times a week,), but it could be 

the difference between your business achieving its growth goals versus  

falling flat.  

Give your Virtual Assistant simple guidelines such as:  

• If lead conversion volume dips below X, tell me  

• If lead cost goes above X, tell me  

• If one campaign starts performing above expectations,  

increase the spend by X per day  
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58. Interactive Video Script 

    Writing & Creation 

The demand for video is slowly climbing and you’ll see that it’s hard to go out 

for an evening without having someone shove their phone in your face with a 

video from YouTube, Snapchat, Instagram, or other video sharing platform.  

Not to be confused with the simple promo video, an interactive video is more 

deliberate and immersive. There is a growing list of tools that makes the  

creation of fun and engaging interactive video, not only affordable, but also 

accessible to even the most techno-phobic among us.  

As a CEO, you will have great ideas for interactive videos to place on your 

website, but you might not have the time or special skills to translate these 

ideas into a great video. That’s where your Virtual Assistant comes in.  

Give your Virtual Assistant a brain dump document of what you want to 

achieve with the video, outlining the goals, look, and feel. This will take  

some work, with a lot of back and forth to really drill down how the video will  

progress. Choose a video editing platform like Rapt and Verse and produce 

the video.  
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59. Marketing Dashboard  

    Management 

Managing all of your marketing metrics can be a daunting task and can  

also be time-consuming.  

Even if you are using a cloud dashboard such as KlipFolio or have most of 

your metrics housed within your marketing SaaS product (e.g. HubSpot, 

Salesforce), the data still requires some cleaning and consolidating.  

Digital marketing campaigns generate a lot of data, from high-level revenue 

reporting down to program and channel specific metrics. This data is a  

prerequisite for measuring ROI and campaign effectiveness, but that  

doesn’t mean it’s easy to understand.  

Your Virtual Assistant can customize your marketing dashboard in myriad 

ways, so that it can be used in a manner that makes the most sense for  

internal or client use.  
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60. Competitor Tracking & Research 

Some competitor research can be quite extensive, strategic, and time-

intensive. However, there are some elements of competitor research that  

are simply research tasks that can be completed on a regular basis by your 

Virtual Assistant.  

Some examples of variables that your Virtual Assistant could be keeping  

updated in a spreadsheet for you include:  

• Price fluctuations  

• Service/product roll-outs  

• Announcements  

• Blog posts  

• Events New team members (Recruits)  
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61. Short Video Creation 

This is not to be confused with the interactive video; a short promo video  

for social and web posting is only a few seconds to a few minutes long.  

Empower your Virtual Assistant with cool video creation software such  

as Slidely. 

With a concise brief, your Virtual Assistant can play around for hours  

creating engaging short videos for landing pages, social posts, and more. 

These systems can sometimes be tedious to master, so why burn your time 

when you have an amazing Virtual Assistant who can get it done for you?  

62. Infographic Creation 

While your Virtual Assistant may not be a designer, there are many great  

software programs that have easy-to-edit templates for creating  

downloadable infographics that you can add to your website and blog or 

 post on social media.  

Some online platforms that you can use are Canva and Infogram. Given  

a meaningful brief, your Virtual Assistant may be able to come up with  

some great designs that will save you hours of your time.  
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63. Marketing Coordination 

You might have a small remote marketing team that delivers marketing  

initiatives for you on a weekly or monthly basis.  

These marketing initiatives may include blogging, paid ads campaigns, social 

media campaigns, email marketing, and more. If you do not have a marketing 

manager, either yourself or someone will need to coordinate activities to  

ensure that all tasks are completed on time.  

If the tasks are set up within a cloud task management system such as 

Teamwork, your Virtual Assistant can follow up on tasks, ask to see tangible 

output before showing you, proofread work as it is drafted, and more.  
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64. Shopping Cart Setup & 

    Management 

If you own and operate an online store, then managing the product list,  

shopping cart, updating cart items, handling orders, and other related tasks 

can take a lot of time. Not to mention that these tasks come in at any time  

of day, resulting in major distraction from core activities.  

Train your Virtual Assistant on how to manage your site and store, whether  

it be using Shopify, WooCommerce, or any other format. Create short  

how-to-guides in video format for ease of training.  

If you haven’t set up shop yet, but are planning to, your Virtual Assistant can 

also do research on which platform will best suit your goals and set it up for 

you.  
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65. Online Store Order Handling 

When your customers order from your online store, there are usually 5 to 15 

tasks that need to take place over a set period of time from the moment the 

order takes place.  

While some are automated, many can be performed by your Virtual Assistant, 

given the appropriate training and process guidelines.  

Tasks involved could include:  

• Answering support phone lines  

• Answering customer inquiries  

• Processing refunds  

• Processing returns  
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66. Monthly Marketing Report 

    Creation 

While your Virtual Assistant may not have the training or skills to create or  

deploy your marketing strategy, given a well-formed template, they can  

certainly produce meaningful marketing reports for you.  

Provide your assistant access to all of these platforms: such as your HubSpot 

account, Google Analytics, Facebook Business Manager, etc., and ask them to 

collate reports for you to include, such as:  

• Cost per lead  

• Cost per sale  

• Marketing spend month-to-date  

• Return on ad spend  

• Return on investment  

• Top performing campaigns  

• Social media metrics  

• Top performing ads  

• Top performing products/services  
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Sales Support Tasks  

Every business needs customer service and sales support. Your Virtual  

Assistant can be there to assist customers and make sure that their shopping 

experience is enjoyable and smooth, so that there are higher chances of them 

coming back and being a regular customer.  

Having a sales assistant can create repeat customers which, in turn,  

generates more money for the business. As the head of strategy, it’s not your 

job to complete tiring sales tasks that are merely incidental to your business.  

Your high-level skills are much better suited to completing high-level work,  

like developing an overall business strategy and refining project timelines.  

Let's discuss the following 11 sales support tasks that you should be  

delegating and outsourcing to your Virtual Assistant.  
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67. Creating Proposals 

This works wonderfully well when using proposal platforms such as  

Proposify or Qwilr. Once you have created your templates, writing up highly 

customised client proposals can absolutely be done by your Virtual Assistant 

if they are given the appropriate IF/THEN guidelines.    

Even better, develop bullet point briefing cheat sheets, so that you can brief 

your Virtual Assistant on a complex proposal in under 60 seconds. Your  

assistant can then go away, spend 30 to 90 minutes crafting a beautiful,  

customised proposal.  

68. New Client Onboarding  

    Administration 

Most smart companies have a well-thought-through onboarding step-by-step 

process for new clients. It could be simple 5-step process for entering your 

new hair salon client into the database, or it could be a complex 50-step  

process that takes hours to implement and nurture.  

Have your Virtual Assistant manage this process for you — from entering  

data, to reaching out to key stakeholders within your company to let them 

know the details of your new customers or clients.  
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69. Managing & Updating Your  
    Sales Funnel 

Let’s face it, sales people suck at admin. Why not have your Virtual Assistant 

manage the sales funnel (e.g. deals, meetings) within for you?  

If you use a cloud Customer Relationship Management (CRM) platform such 

as Salesforce, HubSpot, or Zoho, this will be easy and will only take a few 

minutes each day. The net result is that your funnel will always be updated in 

real time.  

This can be done for you if you are a solopreneur, or for your sales team if  

you are a sales manager. Not only can your Virtual Assistant seamlessly 

move your prospects from stage to stage as they see deal progress, they  

can also update amounts, and even mark the sale as closed and won when 

the time comes.  
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70. Transcribing Sales Call  

    Summaries 

Most Customer Relationship Management (CRM) platforms now integrate 

VOIP (phone) systems directly into the system and calls are recorded  

automatically. These calls are often an hour in length, but could be  

summarised in just 10 bullet points.  

After a call is completed, instruct your Virtual Assistant to listen to the call 

and then summarise the top 5 to 10 key points. If you are using a CRM such 

as HubSpot, your Virtual Assistant can then place the points as a note and 

tag any other stakeholders regarding items that are relevant to them.  

71. Sales Team Inbox Management 

The way it goes: former prospects can return, existing clients can email and 

request to do more business with you. Salespeople will likely be focused on 

the imminent deals at hand and may not have time to be looking out for the 

above type of interactions even if they will likely result in additional revenue 

and sales.  

Turn your Virtual Assistant into an arm of your sales team by adding them to 

the individual or team inbox, organising emails and escalating messages as 

they appear.  
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72. Processing New Sales Leads 

    From You CRM 

Depending on your business, you may receive an excess of 10 leads every 

day. Some businesses receive over 100 leads every day. Often, these leads 

need to be organised, edited, updated, and routed.  

While the better Customer Relationship Management (CRM) systems can  

perform some of these tasks, there is (and will be for some time) the need  

for human involvement in this process. It can be time-consuming, but is very 

important, especially for high lead-volume businesses.  

The neglect to process new sales leads in a timely manner can be damaging 

to your business reputation.  
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Sales is not just about selling  

anymore. A huge part of it is  

building trust and educating.  
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73. Transcribing Sales Information 

Providing the sales team with easy-to-digest information that will reduce their 

time-to-respond could be the difference between closing only 25% of inbound 

leads vs 35%.  

An example of this would be: assuming that leads/prospects arrive via  

web form, your Virtual Assistant can read every sales inquiry and provide  

a succinct summary in the form of a note in your Customer Relationship  

Management (CRM) platform and then go one step further by providing  

their thoughts on the solution that could be presented to the prospect.  

This is an amazing time-saver in a high-volume sales environment or in a  

situation in which the founder (i.e. you) is a time-poor salesperson.  
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74. Conducting Sales Staff Meetings 

If you are a sales manager, there are 20 items in your sales management 

bucket that you need to do every month in order to do your job properly. This 

means that you might not have the time or energy left to conduct regular 

sales staff meetings.  

Provided you work closely with your Virtual Assistant, he or she can conduct 

these meetings on your behalf, record them and provide written meeting 

notes highlighting key points and action items.  

75. Conducting Post-Sale Quality 

    Surveys 

Imagine if you had someone call every client or customer that just started  

doing business with you, asking them what they thought of the sales process. 

Imagine what you would learn about your target audience and your business 

in the process.  

Set aside time for your Virtual Assistant to do this, either via phone, email, 

chat, messenger, and watch your customer satisfaction and sales closing 

rates jump exponentially.  
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76. Monitoring Key Sales Metrics 

While some Customer Relationship Management (CRM) systems will provide 

meaningful dashboards that auto create metrics (e.g. sales closed, closing 

rates), someone needs to keep an eye on these, especially key sales metrics 

that are not so easy to track like upgrades and downgrades.  

Your Virtual Assistant could keep an eye on these sales metrics and escalate 

to you or the sales manager if need be.  

The following are key sales metrics:  

• Total revenue  

• % of revenue from new business  

• % of revenue from existing customers  

• Average lifetime value (LTV) of customers  
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77. Post-Onboarding Client Follow-Up 

It is crucial that you uncover your clients’ level of happiness post-sale. This is 

important irrespective of your industry.  

But however crucial it is, it is also time-consuming and let's face it, most 

salespeople are not going to be excited about the prospect of dedicating any 

time at all to this process.  

Good thing you can have your Virtual Assistant do this for you (or for your 

team of salespeople). Your Virtual Assistant can do this as themselves, or he 

or she can log in to your Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system 

or email and do this on behalf of the sales person.  
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Human Capital  
Support Task 

Successful small businesses grow; and with that growth comes the need to 

incorporate the human resource (HR) function. The HR function is a vital role 

that helps ensure legal compliance and supports the employee experience.  

If you don’t have the time to set up processes for your HR department or 

you’re a busy entrepreneur with no free time to manage time-consuming  

human resource administration, then you’re in luck! A skilled and experienced 

Virtual Assistant can definitely help you out in this regard.  

He or she can make sure that employee needs are met and that critical HR 

files are taken care of on your behalf. Managing the human resource function 

can be a part-time responsibility for small organisations or a fulltime position 

for larger organisations.  

Check out the following 13 tasks that your Virtual Assistant can do to support 

you in the HR department.  
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79. Maintaining & Updating Your HRIS 

Keeping updated employment records is important. There are some great 

cloud Human Resource Information System (HRIS) platforms around —  

Bamboo HR is one of them — that are great tools for maintaining staffing  

records in the cloud.  

If you have 10 or more staff, we recommend utilising a system such as this, 

and have your Virtual Assistant manage it for you. Set aside 2 to 5 hours per 

month for your Virtual Assistant to manage and update the system for you.  

79. Placing Job Ads on Online 

    Recruitment Boards 

You have written a killer job description; now, it’s time to find the right job 

board to post it to. This may involve signing up, confirming email addresses, 

copy-pasting the details into the system, and so on.  

This can be time consuming and laborious, and may even be left undone  

due to procrastination, resulting in you missing out on securing critical staff 

needed to grow and scale your business. Thus, this is a perfect task for your 

Virtual Assistant to handle.  
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80. Screening CVs From Applicants 

If you use a cloud recruiting platform such as Workable, your candidates will 

seamlessly flow into your database, ready for screening. However, sorting 

through resumes and screening applicants is a very time-consuming process 

and one that you must get right in order to make a smart hiring decision.  

Combine complete training with some intelligent processes, and your Virtual 

Assistant can take over the first 50% of the process, which will likely involve 

reading CVs, grading/ranking them, and then reaching out to shortlisted  

applicants to organise initial interviews.  

81. Researching Employment Law 

    Changes & Regulations 

This is certainly a critical task, but one that is tedious and relies upon you  

remembering to do this. Let’s face it; with the myriad of other critical items 

that come up each day, this task is just not going to happen unless you have  

a Human Resources Director in place.  

Have your Virtual Assistant set aside half a day each quarter to research  

industry body websites, government websites, or even make some phone 

calls on your behalf — all with the goal of getting up-to-speed with all your 

business needs to know in the area of employment law and regulations.  
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82. Conducting Initial Interviews 

Depending upon the volume of candidates and the frequency of recruitment 

within your business, having your Virtual Assistant conduct brief initial phone/

zoom interviews can be a huge timesaver and a great way to filter down to 

your top 3.  

So many candidates either do not turn up to the initial interview or present 

quite differently in their interview compared to their CV, that having your  

Virtual Assistant carry out that process for your top 10 candidates can be a 

godsend. It may also maintain a high degree of objectivity within the hiring 

process.  

83. Updating Employment  

    Agreements 

In addition to researching employment law changes and regulations, have 

your Virtual Assistant go into your templated employment agreements and 

make necessary updates as needed.  

Try out an online signature platform such as HelloSign, which is great for  

creating templated agreements ready for immediate online sign-off.  
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84. Preparing & Organising  

    Performance Reviews 

Regularly assessing the performance of your staff is a critical process in  

human capital management. Your team not only needs to know what they 

need to do, they need to know if they are doing it well.  

This often gets neglected and performance can slowly deteriorate, often  

resulting in some staff/roles moving towards the inevitability of an exit, when 

it all could have been prevented with some time dedicated to performance  

reviews.  

Your Virtual Assistant can:   

• Schedule the performance reviews with your staff  

• Prepare an analysis of your staff's performance for you  

• Send a pre-review survey to your staff on your behalf  

• Analyse the survey and prepare their findings to your prior  

to the reviews  

• Create post-review meeting notes  
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85. Making Announcement on  

       Your Behalf 

Keeping in touch with your team regularly and in the form of announcements 

can be a great task for your bubbly Virtual Assistant to take care of for you.  

There is often extensive question and answer that follows any  

announcement, so this can be a huge time-saver for you. However, make  

sure that you provide your Virtual Assistant with complete information to  

answer these questions.  

Depending upon the location of your workforce, this can be done via Zoom, 

Google Hangouts, Skype, email, forum, chat, etc.  
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86. Fielding Question About Payroll 

Depending upon the number of employees you have and the complexity  

of your payroll, your staff are likely to have questions about their salary,  

bonuses, etc.  

Given adequate training, whilst also being empowered to answer questions, 

your Virtual Assistant can likely respond to 80% of payroll inquiries that arise, 

provided that you have thoroughly and properly explained everything there is 

to know about your payroll system.  

87. Managing Your Staff Hotline or 

    Support Hotline 

Again, depending upon the number of staff you have working within your  

business, there may be a barrage of questions that take place on a daily  

basis. Set up a knowledge base for your staff and have your Virtual  

Assistant manage the chat, phone call, or email queries that arise.  

Responding to queries and problems in a timely and thorough manner is one 

of the best ways to keep your employees happy and prevent great staff from 

leaving without notice.  
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88. Tracking & Calculating Hours 

A great platform you can use to track and calculate hours is Teamwork. It  

has a built-in time-tracking system that automatically calculates the total  

billable and non-billable hours for the day, week, month, etc.    

Your Virtual Assistant can check the total hours at the end of the day and 

track them in a shared Google Sheet, so that you can pivot the data into a 

chart or graph.  

83. Managing Your Employee-of-the- 

    Month Program 

Assuming that you do not have a fully formed human resources department, 

you are going to need someone to ensure that your rewards and recognition 

program is rolled out consistently and objectively.    

Your Virtual Assistant, given the right criteria to look for, could either  

independently recommend who should win the Employee of the Month 

Award, or can work with your managers to roll out a formal voting system  

that can then be managed and monitored by your Virtual Assistant.  
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50% 
of employees say they  

would switch jobs for  

more recognition  
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People work for money but go  

the extra mile for recognition,  

praise, and rewards. Appreciation  

and recognition are consistently  

listed as one of the top 5  

desires of employees.  
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90. Researching & Drafting JDs 

One of the most important aspects of recruiting and actually onboarding  

staff is having the right job description (JD).  

Prior to sending out an ad for an open position at your company, your Virtual 

Assistant can research the role and specific functions that the person would 

do for your business.  

This will also make setting KPIs and goals easier and you can monitor the 

success indicators properly. A great job description will help you narrow  

down your choices as well as serve as a guide for when your new employee 

assumes the role.  

This will save you a lot of stress, wasted time and money training an  

underqualified or even overqualified person to do the job.  
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Personal Tasks  

Whether you’re only starting a business or you already have an established 

one, a common thing all entrepreneurs have is that they encounter some  

trouble juggling between different tasks, as well as personal tasks.  

We now live in a modern world where having a Virtual Assistant is the way to 

go for small business owners. Your Virtual Assistant will eventually know 

many aspects of your life, so make sure to choose someone trustworthy and 

intelligent.  

Once you’ve built up the trust and rapport between you and your Virtual  

Assistant, he or she can help you manage and streamline some aspects of 

your personal life, such as the following 11 things.  
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91. Holiday/Vacation Research 

Holidays and time off for rest and recuperation are often neglected by  

entrepreneurs, especially those who work 12 hours a day for a lot less than 

the set wages (when starting) and completely forget to take time out.  

Because of that, business owners often lack ideas about where to go or  

what to do for a vacation.  

This where an objective (and caring) Virtual Assistant be a huge asset, as 

they could spend hours researching some great holiday destination for you, 

planning your itinerary, and making reservations on your behalf.  

92. Managing Personal Social 

    Media Channels 

While it is only advised to allow your Virtual Assistant to post on your social 

channels if you trust them implicitly (and if they have sound knowledge in  

social media), they can certainly check your social channels for messages 

and comments regularly.  

They can also respond based on some pre-agreed rules, or, if you have time  

to develop one, an extensive FAQs or cheat sheet.  
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93. Researching & Purchasing  

    Birthday Gifts 

Let’s be honest, most people fail in this area of life, and it is sometimes a  

result of not setting aside the time to get it done. Everyone is busy achieving 

their goals and often forget out the most important part of life: relationships.  

Researching and finding gifts for the significant people in your life can take a 

huge amount of time to do it well.  

Luckily, your Virtual Assistant can diarise every important person’s birthday, 

and three weeks out from every birthday, remind you of it, at which point you 

can provide a range of gift ideas to research, a budget, and a timeline. They 

can also organise special delivery of any tangible gifts purchased.  

94. Collating Receipts for Tax Returns 

Your Virtual Assistant can methodically go about hunting for any and all  

receipts that you require for your end-of-year tax returns.  

This could be an hour each month, but will save you a lot of time when it 

comes to submitting your tax. Online folders, organised by month, can be a 

great way to house all receipts. Your Virtual Assistant, if given access to  

your inbox, can do all this and free up your time.  
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The key is not to prioritise 

what's on your schedule, 

but to schedule your  

priorities.  

STEPHEN  

COVEY  

“ 
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95. Paying Bills 

Online banking security has evolved significantly over the last decade. SMS/

text security allows for transactions to only be approved should you receive  

a banking code and then either type it into the banking portal yourself, or  

have someone such as a logged in Virtual Assistant, type it in.  

If your Virtual Assistant manages your inbox, they can add any bills or  

Invoices into the banking system for payment. Your Virtual Assistant can  

also simply log in when asked, and make manual bill payments on your  

behalf, as they receive instructions from you over the phone, via text, email, 

etc.  

96. Renewing Your Car Registration  

    & Insurance 

If you are like a lot of entrepreneurs out there, small-picture stuff like  

renewing car registrations and insurance is easily forgotten despite how  

damaging it can be when forgotten.  

To avoid this, give your Virtual Assistant access to any of these documents 

via Google Drive or DropBox, have them place the dates in their calendar or 

task platform, and then have them log in and update and make payments 

where necessary. 99% of this can now all be done online, so if possible, then 

have your Virtual Assistant get this done for you.  
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97. Managing Investment Properties 

If you have the good fortune of owning one or more investment properties, 

you need to make sure that the time involved in managing them does not  

outweigh the benefits.  

Your Virtual Assistant can:  

• Liaise with your property manager  

• Collate all rental receipts and income  

• Collate all expenses in online folders  

• Provide your accountant with all financial records they  

need to complete your tax  

98. Wishing People a Happy Birthday 

    on Social Channels 

Now, this is not for everyone, but hey, if you are insanely busy and need  

someone to reach out to your colleagues (hopefully not necessary for your 

husband or wife), then instruct them to log in each day and look for whose 

birthdays are happening that day, and wish them happy birthday in a style  

befitting you as a person.  

It is important to maintain good relationships with your contacts because  

you never know when you’ll need to reach out in the future.  
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99. Managing Airbnb Bookings 

An extension of managing investment properties, if you own investment  

properties that you are placing on AirBnb, managing the bookings can be 

such a time-intensive process that the opportunity cost of doing so can  

erode any positive financial return.  

Your Virtual Assistant can:  

• Log in to AirBnb to manage and approve bookings  

• Contact your guests via phone and provide them instructions  

• Find and hire reliable cleaners and laundry specialists as needed  

• Be the point of contact should your guests need to contact  

anyone during their stay  

This will remove you, the emotional owner, from the equation an free you  

up to look for more properties to buy.  
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100. Researching Online Training & 

   Upskilling Programs 

“Sharpening the saw,” as Stephen Covey says, is a critical element of  

becoming and remaining successful in life. There is an overabundance of 

online and face-to-face training and development courses to choose from.  

We live in great times from that perspective, but there can be too much 

choice and not enough action.  

Below are sample instructions you can give your Virtual Assistant so that  

he or she can make the necessary arrangements:   

• I would like to study or attend XX courses this year  

• For a total budget of $$$  

• I have ZZ amount of time to invest in this  

• Please research online and face-to-face training in my area  

or an area near where some of my key clients are, so that I  

can visit them during my travels  

• Please present the options to me by this date in this format  
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101. Remotely Monitoring Your Home 

With modern CCTV systems, your Virtual Assistant can now, in fact, remotely 

monitor your home for you. This can take place in many ways, from letting 

you know if you accidentally left some lights on, to letting you know if your 

children have safely arrived home from school.  

Cloud CCTV systems can be controlled from your phone and you can also 

view what is taking place. More importantly, you can also control when the 

system is visible to others and when it is not.  

Imagine going out with your spouse and you leave your children with a 

babysitter. You can provide your Virtual Assistant with the following  

instructions:  

Every 20 minutes, check the CCTV footage and report back to me if any of the 

following are taking place: XX, YY, ZZ. If none of the above taking place, leave 

me and partner alone to enjoy our romantic night out.  
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